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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a computer-control system for a supercon-
ducting linear accelerator currently under development at
Argonne National laboratory. 3SX-11K V3.1 running on a
PDP 11/34 is used * tth CAMAC hardware to fully control 22
active beam-line elements and monitor critical accelerator
conditions such as temperature, vacuum, and beam character-
istics. This paper contrasts the use of an SSX compatible
CAMAC driver for most CAMAC I/O operations and the use of the
Connect-to-Interrupt Vector directive for fast ADC operation.
The usage of table-driven software to achieve hardware
configuration independence is discussed, along with the
design considerations of the software interface between a
human operator and a computer-control system featuring
multi-function computer-readable control knobs and computer-
writable displays which sake up the operator's control
console.

INTRODUCTION

Accelerator Components
A joint effort by personnel oi the Physics and
Chemistry Divisions of Argonne National Laboratory
was begun in mid-1975 to design and construct a
superconducting linear accelerator3- to provide
precision beams of hesivy ions for nuclear physics
research. The accelerating elements consist of a
linear array of independently-phased split-ring
resonators^ operating at an rf frequency of 97 MHz
and a temperature of 4.6 °K. The drift-tube
assembly of the resonator is fabricated entirely of
r.iobiua and cooled internally with flowing liquid
heliua. The cylindrical housing is constructed of
an explosively-bonded composite oi niobium on
copper, as are the end plates which attach by
means of a demountable rf seal. Th«se innovations
have produced a rugged and highly successful
superconducting rf resonator. The beam is focussed
radially by superconducting solenoid lenses which
achieve higher field strengths and greater
focussing power than a quadrupole lens of the same
size; the solenoids are placed one after each
second resonator in the beam line. The cryostats,
which currently house up to six resonators and
three solenoids, are interchangeable, modular
vacuum tanks twelve feet in length and three feet
ir. diameter. They contain liquid nitrogen and
liquid helium distribution systems, with all
control and instrumentation signals coming in and
out of the cryostat by way of a nitrogen filled
instrumentation lino. The superconducting linear
accelerator, the first application of rf super-
conductivity to heavy-ion acceleration, has been

*
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tested successfully with a two-cryostat configur-
ation of six resonators and five solenoids, and
is scheduled to expand to a 16-resonator,
8-solenoid system by mid-1979.

System Design
In choosing a control system for this new
accelerator, a computer-based system was seen as
the best approach for a flexible, powerful control
mechanism with expansion capabilities. The goal
was to focus all monitoring and control functions
into a simple, compact: console, featuring computer-
driven components, that could supply all monitoring
information needed by an operator en demand or in
real time, provide alarm messages should the need
arise, and allow full control of all active
elements.

CAMAC hardware was chosen as our standard instrum-
entation and interface system because of its
inherent modularity and flexibility. It was
decided that the console should consist of a
limited number of display and control devices who se
functions were assigned as needed and that the
main device for displaying information to the
operator would be a color TV monitor. (The new
dimension that color provides not only allows
separation of fields of data for Improved
readability but is extremely useful for drawing the
operator's attention to warning or alarm messages.)

The potential for major hardware re-configuration
in such an experiaental project necessitated a
modular software system driven by tables defining
the instrumentation needs and the accelerator
configuration. To achieve this goal a multi-tasking
operating system with inter-task communication was
indicated.
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Computer Hardware
The computer system, designed to completely control
and monitor the superconducting linac, is based on a
PDP 11/34 processor with 96K words of memory and
floating point hardware. Peripherals include a dual
disk drive, a Versatec electrostatic line printer/
plotter, a Tektronix 4006 storage tube graphics
terminal, a CRT terminal, and a CAMAC serial highway
system. An operator's console is located next to
the computer and is interfaced to it by means of
several CAMAC modules and standard DL-11 interfaces
(Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Superconducting linac control system.

CAMAC Hardware
A master CAMAC crate resides with the computer in
the accelerator control room and is interfaced to
the 11/34 by means of a UNIBUS crate controller.
In addition co the CAMAC serial highway driver,
modules within the master crate include a color TV
monitor driver to provide displays cf current
accelerator conditions, a touch panel display
driver by which most control is initiated, gate
nodules to interface two high-quality ADC's
(analog to digital converter) for beam diagnostics,
and a control panel interface module. The single
serial crate is located approximately 150 feet from
the computer, next to the accelerator beam line, and
contains all the modules necessary to crntrol and
monitor the linac. A 32-channel scanning ADC is
used to measure solenoid currents, as well as read
out thermocouples that monitor the temperature of
the nitrogen-cooled heat shield. Thermometry at
liquid-helium temperatures is accomplished by
measuring the resistance of germanium resistors.
The computer routes a particular resistor to a
lock-in amplifier by means of a specially designed
digital I/O subsystem controlled by CAMAC; the
amplifier output is connected to an ADC input for
computer read out. The resonators each require two
voltages to set a phase and one to set the field
strength, for a total of three DAC (digital to
analog converter) channels per resonator. The
current of each solenoid Is adjusted by setting the
DAC's of the independent solenoid power supplies
over Che sane digital I/O bus used for the liquid-
helium temperature thermometry. Seas current is
measured, digitized, and read out through a CAMAC

acaler nodule, while cryostat vacuum is interfaced
through a CAMAC input gate module. It is estimated
that the capacity of a single serial crate is
sufficient to handle all control and monitoring
needs of up to four cryostats.

SOFTWARE SYSTEM

Overview
It seemed clear from the outset that the software
system would require a real-time multi-tasking
system with a reasonable response time, inter-task
communication, and support for tine-based task
initiation. RSX-llM V3.1 was chosen as the most
suitable DEC operating system for this application.
All tasks but two are written in Fortran IV and
Fortran resident library support was included.
(The two exceptions were heavily irvolved with
CAMAC hardwai> and it was essential that they
execute as quickly as possible.) All interactions
with CAMAC hardware were handled with Fortran-
callable Macro assembly language subroutines.
Most tasks csn be activated from the. operator's
console, with provisions for scheduling several of
them for repetitive time-based execution (e.g.,
execute now and every 10 minutes thereafter).
Several specialized tasks that perform rarely
needed table initialization or input a great deal
of information are executable from a terminal only.
Details of typical operation will be discussed
later.

CAMAC I/O
The computer interfaces tc CAMAC via a Kinetic
Systems 3912 crate controller which maps each
module subaddress to a unique UNIBUS address so
that functionally each module appears to be on
the UNIBUS (a module readout may simply consist of
a movement of data out of a specific location, e.g.,
MOV SUBADR, R0). It can also generate up to 2i
unique interrupt vector addresses for module LAM's
(look-at-me signals) or it can OR any number of
them to a given interrupt vector. Since most of
the CAMAC I/O operations involve relatively simple
processes such as reading an ADC, setting a DAC, or
writing information to the TV monitor, one might
consider mapping to the I/O page to perform them.
However, even if one could tolerate the risk of
giving every task privileged access to the I/O
page (!), one would have to serialize access to
modules such as the TV monitor driver that may have
as many as four tasks trying to write information
"simultaneously" (e.g., normal information and high
priority alarm messages).

The CAMAC I/O problem was solved by using an
RSX-llM compatible driver* that treaced each UXIBUS
crate controller and each serial highway driver
as a distinct logical unit. Each unit could
further be given up to 256 independent I/O
subchannels for the queuing of requests made with
the standard RSX QIO mechanism. In typical
operation, subchannel * of a given unit is used for
all non-interrupt I/O to any module addressed by
that unit, and subchannels numbered 1 or greater
are assigned to specific modules that produce LAM's.
As a consequence, I/O to any given module is
serialized, and, since each logical unit is always
free and only individual subchannels can become
busy, a "wait-for-LAM" request can be issued for as
many modules as there are subchannels. This CAMAC
driver supports I/O requests consisting of single



or multiple CAMAC (FHA) commands (vith optional
looping capability), suspension of FNA list execution
pending a LAM, and makes serial highway operations
transparent at the QIO level. This driver has proven
very effective in this multi-tasking environment, and
is used for all control and monitoring applications.

The potentially high data rate associated with the
beam diagnostic software prevented the use of the
CAMAC driver for this application. When tuning one
of the superconducting resonators, an operator scan?
a range of phase angle settings to find the phase
angle corresponding to the desired energy gain for
the bean particle being accelerated. Also of
interest during this tuning process is the temporal
distribution of the beam pulse. Two 4K channel
energy and time spectra are accumulated through
high-quality ADC's interfaced to CAMAC by means of
input gate modules. The typical 2-paraneter event
data rate is about 1 KHz, with the rate potentially
reaching 4 KHz. For this application, an ADC gate
nodule vas assigned a unique interrupt vector
address for its LAM, and the V3.1 Connect to
Interrupt Vector directive (CINT$) was employed.
Since this application is representative of full
usage of CAMAC hardware and multi-tasking with a
great deal of inter-task communication, it will be
discussed in some detail here— the details of
operator initiation of tasks will be presented in a
subsequent section.

When the operator indicates to the resonator setting
cask RESON thut he is about to set the field strength
and phase angle of a particular resonator, a task
called CENTROID is initiated. This task creates an
8K dynamic region for storage of the energy and time
spectra, maps to it, clears the region, and
initiates task ACCUM. The data acquisition task
ACCUM, written in Macro, maps to the 8K region,
issues the Connect to Interrupt Vector directive
CISTS, and enters a wait for global event flag state
(when set, the flag indicates ACCUM is to disconnect
from the interrupt vector and exit). When ADC
interrupts occur, the interrupt service routine is
entered in Kernel mode, and its virtual address
space includes all of the Executive, the poul, and
the I/O page. The two ADC's are read out directly
(since the crate controller maps their CAMAC
subaddresses into the I/O page) and the information
placed in one of two buffers. When a buffer is full,
a fork level routine is called to allow an AST
(asynchronous system Crap) to be queued for the
pulse-height analysis routine. The anal-sis is
carried out from the buffer at task level priority.
Using the criteria of 50% ADC deadtime for a
mid-scale peak at 4096-channel digitization, an
S KHz rate can be handled with no noticeable
deterioration in system performance. Using the
Mark Tine directive, CENTROID is activated every
two seconds, calculates the centroid of the single
peak appearing in the energy spectrum and writes its
location (i.e., energy) on the TV monitor for the
operator using a QIO to the CAMAC driver. Viewing
the beam energy value on the monitor, the operator
may reset a resonator phase angle, which results in
a QIO the CAMAC driver to set the necessary DAC's.
The operator typically activates task DISPLAY (from
task RESON) to display either the energy or ttoe
spectrum on the Tektronix storage tube terminal
(using a subroutine package which issues appropriate
QIQ's to the standard RSX terminal driver). Task
RESON communicates with tasks DISPLAY and CENTROin
by Deans of the SEND DATA, and RECEIVE DAW,

directives for various option selections. Figure 2
indicates the data flow and inter-task communication
>t this point.
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Figure 2. Control and information flow.

When the operator signals completion of a resonator
setting, tasks CENTROIZ) and ACCUM automatically
exit and the 8K dynamic region is deleted.

Configuration-Independent Software
Realizing that the experimental nature of the
accelerator could potentially result in frequent
changes in the instrumentation and the hardware
configuration, all software addressing any
accelerator monitoring or controlling hardware is
table driven. An initialization task is used to
load a disk resident accelerator configuration
table and define the order and placement of the
resonators and solenoids and define the CAMAC
addresses of the DAC's and ADC's needed to control
them. Any task needing to control or monitor some
aspect of an active accelerator element (a solenoid
or resonator) reads the table entry for that
element and retrieves the necessary CAMAC access
information, typically the FNA code in a compact,
one-word fora used by the CAMAC driver. A
subroutine that issues the QIO to the driver for
a control or monitor function would use the FNA
code as its input argument. This mechanism allows
dynamic hardware reassignment should the need arise.
For example, if one channel of a scanning ADC
becomes defective, it is a simple matter to
reassign another channel or even another module to
replace its function. Similarly, all thermometry
parameters including CAMAC access information and
temperature conversion coefficients are stored in
easily-modified tables residing on disk as random



access files. Since some temperature sensors are
read frequently, it would be undesirable to retrieve
CA}!AC access information each time they are read out,
so an in-core table is built from the disk file for
those sensors. Should any access information change,
it simple matter to signal the thermometry
software to rebuild its in-core table from a
nevly constructed disk file.

This approach is not used on modules such as the
TV monitor and touch panel display drivers since
they are not subject to possible reassignment or
reconfiguration. All software addressing these
"system" modules assumes a fixed CAMAC address.

OPERATOR'S CONSOLE

One of the nore interesting aspects of the linec
control system is its very simple control console
which is the focal point of all monitoring and
controlling functions (Fig. 3). All control activity

Figure 3. Control console.

is initiated at the touch panel display, a black and
white TV monitor over which is positioned a touch-
sensitive transparent panel containing a 4 x 4
matrix of capacitance-sensitive areas. The display
driver for the touch panel Is a CAMAC module, and
all I/O is accomplished with the CAMAC driver. A
given control task draws and labels buttons on the
screen corresponding to the touch-sensitive areas
and assigns a particular function to each (Fig. 4).
Above the touch panel is a CAMAC driven color TV
monitor on which can be displayed all information
gathered by monitoring tasks (e.g., temperature,
vacuum readings, solenoid currents, etc.) either in
real tine for constant monitoring of an item or in
the form of a summary of the most recently recorded
data from a disk file. Of Che 26 lines visible on

Figure 4. Sample touch panel menu.

the screen at one time, 20 are reserved for such
information, and the last 6 for warning or alarm
messages and special task usage. A color monitor
was chosen for its ability to add emphasis to
warning and i-lana messages to attract the operator's
attention and give some indication of the severity
of the condition. For example, a flashing red
message is used when a power supply failure is
suspected and immediate operator intervention is
required. Similarly, yellow messages warn of out-
of-range temperature readings, a problem less
severe than equipment failure, but requiring
attention. Green text is likewise used for an
acceptable real-time condition, while white is used
for general information. It was not felt that this
added dimension of relative importance could be
effectively conveyed on a black and white monitor.
3elo» the touch panel are three 32-character
alphanumeric displays, .two 5-digit numeric displays,
and two control knobs (Fig. 5); beside the touch

Figure 5. Control knobs and displays.

panel is a numeric key pad (Fig. 4). All five
displays and the keypad are interfaced by means of
OL-11 type interfaces so that all I/O to them is
done with QIO's to the RSX terminal driver. The
control knobs, interfaced via a CAMAC sealer
aodule, «nd the displays are only "logically
connected" to a system parameter when a particular
task requires it, so during the course of



controlling the accelerator, a given knob or display
assumes a variety of functions. A pair of continu-
ously rotatable knobs war chosen as the basic control
mechanism for operator-adjustable device control
values (currents and voltages) because of the
natural association one makes between control knob
rotation and analog signal levels (e.g., a clockwise
rotation increases 3 value and a counter-clockwise
rotation decreases it, as in a radio volume control).
Other devices, such as position-sensitive or pressure-
sensitive "joystick" controls, were considered, but
seemed to lack the "natural feel" of a control knob.
Several factors dictated the use of two control knobs
for the console'. One knob would be insufficient to
satisfy the need to adjust two interrelated
parameters simultaneously (e.g., resonator phase
and amplitude). Having more than two knobs seemed
unjustified for several reasons: 1) the inability
of a single operator to simultaneously adjust more
than two knobs (only two hands!); 2) the strong
desire to maintain a simple uncluttered console, as
opposed to the "separate-knob-for-every-variable"
approach; 3) no foreseeable need to simultaneously
adjust three or more variables; and 4) no need for
a knob dedicated permanently to a specific function—
all parameters can be adjusted by means of a
computer assignable knob.

The operation of the system is best understood
through use of an example session. If the operator
boots in the system, the STARTUP command file
installs all tasks in the control system, ruu; an
initialization task to place che CAMAC hardware in
a proper initial state, and, as its final step,
executes task MAIN which displays a "main menu" of
options for the operator on the touch panel display
(Fig. 4). A response to a button interrupt nay take
one of several forms. A function such as "ENABLE
VACUUM READOUT" results in a flag being set in a
global common area. A function such as "CLEAR
ERROR MESSAGES" is executed within the MAIN task and
results in the error message field of the TV monitor
being cleared. A function such as "DISPLAY
TEMPERATURE STATUS" results in the execution of an
independent task which displays the current
temperature information from i disk file on the TV
monitor. Functions such as "SET RESONATOR" or
"SELECT TEMPERATURE OPTIONS" would request an
appropriate independent task to run and then cause
MAIN to exit. The selected control task then
"takes over" the touch panel to display its menu of
options for the operator. There are presently five
such control tasks, two of which have two "pages" of
options (one page for execution options, one page
for resonator selection).

Under normal circumstances, the upper alphanumeric
display of the control panel is blank, the two
parameter description displays have the legend
"UNATTACHED", and the numeric displays indicate a
zero value. When setting a solenoid, for example,
control knob "A" remains "UNATTACHED", but control
knob "E" can be used to set the solenoid current.
The parameter "B" display indicates its "logical
connection" as the control for the solenoid current
while the numeric display indicates the value to
which the current is to be set. Rather than rotate
the control knob, the operator could alternately
input a new value using the keypad, whose
"connection" is indicated by a prompt in the upper-
most alphanumeric display (Fig. 5). Similarly, when
adjusting a resonator, 'displays "A" reflect the
current resonator field strength value and knob "A"

allows the operator to alter its value, while the
"B" displays and knob deal with the resonator phase
angle. This ability to dynamically assign loth a
logical and a physical connection in this manner has
enabled us to replace a conventional control console
having numerous displays, knobs, switches, and
lights, with a simple, uncluttered, yet functionally
expandable console.

CONCLUSION'S

Our experience with the superconducting linac control
system to date has led to the following conclusions:

1) The hardware configuration independence
achieved with the table-driven software approach
has proven that technique to be indis.; ensable in an
environment associated with an experimental project.
On the occasions when the hardware or instrumen-
tation needed to be reconfigured, the changes were
reflected in the software system within a few
minutes—much less than if a piece of software had
t-> be modified.

2) A touch panel for task and sub-task initiation,
computer assignable control devices, and a color
TV monitor, have been shown to form the bails of an
effective, simple, and expandable control console.
Very little operator education is required because
the number of controls is so limited and their
labelling obvious. The tcuch-panel menu, at any
given time, presents a list of the only reasonable
options available, so inappropriate option selection
is virtually impossible.

3) The RSX compatible CAMAC driver has been
proven to be a safe and effective I/O mechanism for
CAMAC modules. The V3.1 Connect to Interrupt
Vector directive works very well with our CAMAC
hardware and the data acquisition rates we
encounter.
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